National Key Scheme
Locks and Keys

The National Key Scheme (NKS)

RADAR – Extending the Boundaries

The objective of the RADAR key is to ensure that public toilets are available
to the disabled free from misuse and vandalism, to ensure a certain level
of hygiene is maintained. The National Key Scheme (NKS) offers disabled
people independent access to locked public toilets around the country.
Toilets fitted with National Key Scheme (NKS) locks can now be found in
shopping centres, pubs, cafés, department stores, bus and train stations
and many other locations in most parts of the country.

Opening doors to independent living – the NKS
(National Key Scheme) Key, operates over
9,000 locked accessible toilets across the UK.
National Key Scheme approved keys are
available to people who require use of the toilet
facilities due to their disability or health condition.

The scheme offers the opportunity to extend these standards to
disabled toilets within public buildings, offices etc. It is hoped
that the flexibility of design now offered by the NEWSTAR
range will encourage architects and facility management
companies to extend its range of use ensuring keyed access
only to disabled toilets providing designed benefits to architects
and improvements in both security and hygiene to facility
maintenance companies. BS 8300:2001 states “Some disabled
people need to use a toilet more frequently than other users,
making it desirable that accessible toilets are not made generally
available to the public. Whether disabled people have exclusive
use of an accessible toilet or are given priority use is a facilities
management issue”.
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The RADAR National Key Scheme (NKS) guide is a written guide to the
9,000 NKS toilets and local services throughout the UK. Providers of
toilets for disabled people fit RADAR locks to keep their facilities in good
condition. Over 25 years the Scheme has been adopted by 400+ local
authorities and many transport, retail and leisure providers.This valuable
resource is the only guide of its kind and really does open doors to
independent living. Also available is a smartphone App allowing you to
Instantly locate your nearest toilet facility and get directions by road, bus
or foot. Both are available at the RADAR shop www.radar-shop.org.uk/
Disability Rights UK believes that everyone who experiences ill-health,
injury or disability should have the same freedom and independence as
other citizens. An important part of that freedom is having the confidence
to go out, knowing that public toilets will be available, accessible and will
meet your needs.
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The RADAR National Key Scheme (NKS)

RADAR (The Royal Association for Disability Rights)
is now part of Disability Rights UK and was formed
on 1st January 2012 through the merger of Disability
Alliance, National Centre for Independent Living
(NCIL) and The Royal Association for Disability Rights
(RADAR). Their vision is a society where all disabled
people can participate equally as full citizens.
Opening doors to independent living – the RADAR
NKS Key, operates over 9,000 locked accessible
toilets across the UK. RADAR approved keys are
available to people who require use of the toilet
facilities due to their disability or health condition,
plus organisations bulk purchases via the RADAR
shop www.radar-shop.org.uk/.
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The objective of the NKS Locks is to ensure that public toilets are
available to the disabled free from misuse and vandalism, to ensure a
certain level of hygiene is maintained. The National Key Scheme offers
disabled people independent access to locked public toilets around the
country. Toilets fitted with National Key Scheme locks can now be found
in shopping centres, pubs, cafés, department stores, bus and train
stations and many other locations in most parts of the country.

The scheme offers the opportunity to extend these standards to
disabled toilets within public buildings, offices etc. It is hoped
that the flexibility of design now offered by the NEWSTAR
range will encourage architects and facility management
companies to extend its range of use ensuring keyed access
only to disabled toilets providing designed benefits to architects
and improvements in both security and hygiene to facility
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Extending the Boundaries

The National Key Scheme guide is a written guide to the 9,000 NKS
toilets and local services throughout the UK. Providers of toilets for
disabled people fit NKS locks to keep their facilities in good condition.
Over 25 years the Scheme has been adopted by 400+ local authorities
and many transport, retail and leisure providers.This valuable resource
is the only guide of its kind and really does open doors to independent
living. Also available is a smartphone App allowing you to Instantly
locate your nearest toilet facility and get directions by road, bus or foot.
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Standard NKS Lockset

SSS

Light Reflective Value RADAR Lockset

COLOUR OPTIONS
The new enhanced NKS lock is now made as standard in Satin Stainless Steel (Grade 316) which is suitable
for external use in excessive climatic conditions. The lever handle is a return to door safety type and complies
with current DDA regulations. Externally a red and white indicator identifies the toilets current status, there is a
built in coin emergency release plus anti-vandal external bolt fixings. All locks come with one standard key to
be used for fitting.

Colour differentiation, light reflective values

76 Lime Green
RAL 1408040 -S0550-G10Y
53 Ultramarine Blue
RAL 5002 S 4550-R80B

Interchangeable

56 Lilac Blue
RAL 260 60 25-s2040-r80b

The NEWSTAR NKS lock can be operated with all current NKS keys on the market. In addition you can

92 Anthracite Grey
RAL 240 30 05
RAL 7016 S 8005-R80B

retro fit a NEWSTAR NKS lock into any existing mortises without further adjustment.

Functionality

LIFT HANDLE
TO LOCK

The lock is operated from the inside via the standard lever operation that retracts the latch. The lever when
in the horizontal position can be lifted up to ensure that the latch bolt is locked. When lifted the red indicator
shows on the outside, the key will not operate the lock, although emergency access is available via the built
in coin emergency release. External access is via key only when white indicator is showing, coin emergency
release when indicator is red. Once the door is closed again, it will automatically lock.
External to operate

Key access
Coin release

Internal Standard

Horizontal

Internal to lock

Lever travel 45°

Internal to operate

Lever travel 20°

PUSH HANDLE
TO OPEN

The lever furniture is handed
but the lock is reversible.
Right hand anti clockwise closing

Left hand clockwise closing

80 Coffee Brown
RAL 060 20 05
RAL 8022 S 8502-R
Jet Black
RAL 9005 S 9000-N
70 Forest Green
RAL 180 20 15
RAL 6012 S 8010-B70G
30 Burgundy
RAL 020 20 20
RAL 3007 S 7020-R108

Colour differentiation has become focal to help meet the duties of the
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA), guidance in Approved Document Part M
recommends that adjacent critical surfaces (i.e. ceiling/wall/door and floor)
have a visual contrast of 30 LRV difference. LRV (Light Reflective Value) is
defined as the amount of light reflected by that colour, measured on a scale
of 0-100.
NEWSTAR offer the opportunity to colour coat the RADAR lever set to meet
the requirements of Light Reflective Values required by the visual contrast
demands of BS8300 noting the difference between door furniture and the
face of the door. The current BS8300 and Approved Document M (the
section of the UK building regulations which sets down minimum standards
for disabled access in the built environment) require a contrast of greater
than 30 points between these two elements.
When following this method of supply two additional matching instruction
signs are provided with instructions as supplied on the standard lockset.
All functionality, interchangeability and handing remain the same as the
standard RADAR lockset.

Handing
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Buttercup Yellow
RAL 085 80 80
RAL 1023 s1070-y10r

*Note: We do not recommend this process for external areas.

16 Blossom Yellow
RAL 0959040-S0530Y50R
Meadow Green
RAL 6029 S 4550-G10Y
59 Ice Blue
RAL 2309005- S0510-R90B
Stone Grey
RAL 140 60 05-S3502-G
50 Steel Blue
RAL 260 20 15
RAL 5011 S 7020-R80B
79 Pistachio Green
RAL 130 90 10 -S0520-G30Y
Light Grey
RAL 000 80 00
RAL 7035 S 2000-N
33 Ruby Red
RAL 030 30 45
RAL 3003 S 3560-R
Vanilla
RAL 1009010-S0510-G80Y
99 Pure White
RAL 100 90 05
RAL 9010 S 0502-G50Y

Other colours available. Quote your
RAL number. Set up charge applicable
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Standard RADAR Lockset

SSS

Light Reflective Value NKS Lockset
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The New NKS Key

RADAR Bespoke for Architects and Designers

The new NKS keys are available from New-star.co.uk and selected wholesalers. It has been
designed to encompass more users and allow ease of use.

Now there are no limitations to the
furniture design suitable for your
disabled toilet.

Key feature include;

Examples of designs.

• Extremely tactile
• Bow allows ease of use

RADAR
NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

• Disabled logo
• National Key Scheme (NKS) identification
• Key Ring hole
• Braille identification (NKS)
• Bright red bow.

RADAR
NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

RADAR
NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

RADAR
NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

Please note for all bespoke designs we will require details
of the likely conditions where the door is going to be used,
to ensure we use the correct material.
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The New RADAR Key

NKS Bespoke for Architects and Designers

The new RADAR keys is available exclusively from the RADAR shop and has been designed to encompass
more users and allow ease of use. Mark Shrimpton Director of Services & Information at Disability Rights UK
states “the key bow is extremely tactile and easy to use; the bright red bow allows for easy identification and
with the addition of braille further extends the boundaries of use”

Now there are no limitations to the
furniture design suitable for your
disabled toilet.

Key feature include;

Examples of designs.

• Extremely tactile
• Bow allows ease of use

NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

• RADAR logo
• National Key Scheme (NKS) identification
• Key Ring hole
• Braille identification
• Bright red bow.

NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

NATIONAL
KEY SCHEME

Please note for all bespoke designs we will require details
of the likely conditions where the door is going to be used,
to ensure we use the correct material.
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NKS New Frontiers

NEWSTAR are developing the National Key Scheme lock to applications where users have suggested a need.
Below are two such applications currently in development. If you find these applications suitable for your needs,
please contact NEWSTAR for an update.

Portaloos
Rim Lock
Bolt through

Bolt through

Door skin

Disabled portaloos are currently not fitted with NKS
locks and are therefore open to public misuse and
abuse. The objective of the NKS key is to ensure that
public toilets available to the disabled are free from
misuse and vandalism, to ensure a certain level
of hygiene is maintained.

Sliding Doors
Mortice Lock

Wood Door

The introduction of this product into the NKS range will
enable Architects and Designers to make better use of
the space available to them. It should be noted that
when considering this option the opening should be
greater than DDA requirements as the door will not fully
recess due to the lever and plate being face fixed.

Newstar Door Controls Limited, Unit 2, Block A Lion Business Park, Dering Way, Gravesend, Kent DA12 2DN.
Telephone: (01474) 353111 Facsimile: (01474) 353911 email: info@new-star.co.uk www.new-star.co.uk
All illustrations and dimensions given in this brochure are subject to change due to the continual refining and improving of the product range. Therefore we reserve the right to alter
specification without prior notice. Any products purchased from this brochure are subject to our standard terms and conditions which are available upon request. October 2012.
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